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AFFIDAVIT 
 

IN THE LOCAL COURT AT DARWIN     FILE No. 
 

BETWEEN  
Arafura Dragons Paddlers Club Inc (ADPC)  Applicants 
Tadek Rudz 
Tammy Culbertson 
Theresa Green 
Christine Tarbett-Buckley 
Roxanne Voulanas 
Tim Sweetman 
Alan Culbertson 

 
and 
 

Dragon Boat Northern Territory Inc (DBNT) Respondent 
 
 
 

This is an application for orders under Section 109 Associations Act to: 

1. Reinstate the following as members of Dragon Boat NT Inc: 

a. Arafura Dragons Paddlers Club Inc 

b. Tadek Rudz 

c. Tammy Culbertson 

d. Theresa Green 

e. Christine Tarbett-Buckley 

f. Roxanne Voulanas 

g. Tim Sweetman 

h. Alan Culbertson 

2. Set aside the decision to suspend Alan Culbertson’s membership of Dragon Boat NT Inc 

 

The decisions listed above were made by the “interim committee” of Dragon Boat NT Inc (DBNT) and 

affect members of the Arafura Dragons Paddlers Club (ADPC). They are clearly unreasonable and 

oppressive for the reasons set out below. A documentary history of the events surrounding the 

decisions is also attached. 

There are essentially 4 decisions in question, each of which will be dealt with separately. 

1. Decision 25 September 2015 to expel 6 members (all ADPC Committee members) named at 1b 

to 1g above 

The background to this decision is that in July/August 2015, there were a number of vacancies 

on the DBNT Committee. The remaining committee members set out to fill these vacancies in a 

manner which ADPC believes was not in accordance with the DBNT constitution. The result was 

that none of the association’s office bearers were from ADPC; they were all from the Darwin 

Waterfront Warriors (DWW). Many had formerly been members of ADPC but had left to form 
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DWW after a dispute. DBNT then set about prosecuting what appear to be vexatious complaints 

against ADPC. On 15 September the ADPC Committee passed a motion of no confidence in DBNT 

and expressed the view that the DBNT Committee had not been legitimately appointed. ADPC 

provided the required 10 signatures to force a special general meeting of DBNT to elect a new 

committee under clause 14.2 of the DBNT constitution, however this was ignored. On 18 

September ADPC lodged a formal dispute with DBNT under clause 7 of their constitution, 

however this was also ignored. On 20 September DBNT demanded that the ADPC Committee 

provide an assurance by 5pm on 25 September that they would comply with the DBNT 

constitution. On 25 September the ADPC Committee advised DBNT that they strongly supported 

the DBNT constitution. 

At 4:10 pm on 25 September, DBNT advised ADPC that individual assurances were required from 

each ADPC committee member. At 4:37 pm ADPC replied that this was not understood and 

requested an extension of time for personal responses. 

At 5:10pm on 25 September the DBNT “interim committee” decided to expel 6 members of the 

ADPC Committee. The grounds for this expulsion were set out in a letter from DBNT dated 27 

September. Those grounds were: 

- That strongly supporting the DBNT constitution was not an assurance that the ADPC 

Committee members would comply with the DBNT constitution 

- That individual assurances were required, but these were not provided 

No constitutional basis for these expulsions was cited. Rather, the mechanism cited was “by 

operation of law” on the basis that the 6 members had repudiated the DBNT constitution. 

On 22 October ADPC lodged an appeal with DBNT against the expulsions. On 4 November DBNT 

replied that the expulsion were under common law, not the DBNT constitution, and refused to 

accept any appeal. 

The decision to expel these 6 members is both unreasonable and oppressive, for the following 

reasons: 

- The decision is clearly arbitrary: 

o The difference between expressing strong support for a constitution and 

agreeing to comply with a constitution is purely semantic 

o ADPC was clearly attempting to hold the DBNT “interim committee” to their 

own constitution, obviously not repudiating it 

o The requirement for individual statements from each ADPC committee member 

(versus a single statement from the committee) is completely arbitrary, given 

that the preceding statements were from the committee as a whole 

o The requirement to supply any statement at all as to future compliance with the 

constitution is also an arbitrary act and any failure to comply is no grounds for 

expulsion 

o Expulsion from an association should be reserved for the most serious offences. 

In this case it’s difficult to see that any offence has occurred at all 

- The decision is not in accordance with the DBNT constitution: 
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o The DBNT constitution includes specific provisions for the expulsion of members 

(clause 7.2). These provisions take precedence over any implied terms such as 

“operation of law” 

o These provisions require, amongst other things, that a notice be given to the 

member specifying the time, date and place of the meeting at which the 

expulsion will be decided, and that the member should be afforded the 

opportunity to be heard. No such notices were issued and there was no 

opportunity to be heard. This is a denial of natural justice 

o Appeals against expulsions must be considered by a general meeting of the 

association (clause 7.3). No general meeting was called in response to the 

appeals 

- The approach taken by DBNT is harsh and authoritarian: 

o There has been no attempt to discuss any of the issues. All communications 

have been in writing and DBNT has refused ADPC’s request for mediation 

o DBNT has not responded to ADPC’s constitutionally valid request to force a 

special general meeting (clause 14.2) 

o DBNT has ignored the formal dispute lodged by ADPC. The DBNT constitution 

(clause 7.1) requires such disputes to be negotiated and/or mediated 

o DBNT ignored ADPC’s request for an extension of time to provide the requested 

individual statements regarding compliance with the constitution. There was no 

urgency in this matter, yet DBNT made the decision to expel within 10 minutes 

of the deadline they had set 

o The decision to expel members from an association should be a last resort, used 

only in the most extreme circumstances. In the 15+ years of DBNT’s existence, 

no other members are known to have been expelled, despite a lot of “water 

under the bridge”. To expel the ADPC Committee with such haste, with such 

little basis and with no attempt to resolve any differences is hostile in the 

extreme 

o The method of filling the vacancies on the DBNT committee appears to have 

deliberately excluded ADPC 

o The ADPC representative on the DBNT Committee has not been notified of most 

of the meetings mentioned above, in contravention of clause 12.2. DBNT’s 

chronology states that, in relation to one of these meetings, “ADPC not advised 

due to perceived conflict of interest” 

o DBNT’s letter dated 20 September says that any termination of membership will 

be notified “to all relevant dragon boat organisations in Australia”. This would 

be an extraordinary, unnecessary and punitive step, presumably designed to 

diminish the reputation of the members expelled 

 

2. Decision of 25 September 2015 to expel Alan Culbertson (ADPC Coach) 

This decision stems from a complaint to DBNT dated 22 May 2015 by a former ADPC member, 

Narelle Goodrem, against the way that the ADPC Committee handled her earlier complaint 

against alleged safety breaches. The complaint to DBNT was lodged about a week after Narelle 
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left ADPC and joined Darwin Waterfront Warriors. It is not clear what outcome Narelle sought. It 

appears that the complaint to DBNT went unanswered until Narelle, a DBNT Committee 

member, organised the controversial filling of vacant DBNT Committee positions in July/August 

2015. 

The first reaction from DBNT was on 25 August 2015, when the DBNT Committee formed the 

view that the ADPC Coach, Alan Culbertson, should be expelled from DBNT. Alan was not a 

member of the ADPC Committee and was not the subject of Narelle’s complaint to DBNT. DBNT 

advised Alan of their proposed action by letter dated 26 August 2015, which was inexplicably 

also sent to Alan’s employer. Despite requests from ADPC, DBNT has not explained why they 

involved Alan’s employer. 

The 26 August letter from DBNT falsely claimed that Alan had failed to comply with the 

grievance and dispute procedures in clause 7.1 of the DBNT constitution. This was clearly not the 

case as DBNT had not previously corresponded with Alan on this matter. Without hearing from 

Alan, and contrary to Narelle’s complaint (which was against the ADPC Committee, not Alan), 

the DBNT Committee set about expelling Alan from DBNT. 

On 9 September 2015 DBNT wrote to Alan stating that further complaints had been received 

against him. The complaints included matters relating to one-on-one conversations that had 

occurred almost 2 years previously and appear to ADPC as being vexatious. On the same day 

DBNT wrote to Alan’s partner, Tammy Culbertson, advising of a complaint against her in relation 

to an email that she sent more than 12 months previously and which appear to ADPC as being 

vexatious. Both letters sought to initiate the DBNT disciplinary process. 

Following ADPC’s 15 September motion expressing no confidence in the DBNT Committee and 

questioning their legitimacy, Alan and Tammy wrote to DBNT on 16 September requesting that 

all complaint handling be deferred until the legitimacy of the DBNT Committee was established. 

On 21 September DBNT indicated that they would be going ahead with their proposal to expel 

Alan. On 22 September Alan wrote to DBNT requesting a postponement of his disciplinary 

hearing, which was set down for 28 September. 

DBNT’s response was to expel Alan on 25 September. In a letter dated 27 September advising of 

the expulsion, DBNT stated that they had written to Alan on 20 September requiring him to 

provide a written assurance that he would comply with the DBNT constitution. This claim is 

incorrect – no such correspondence was sent. On the basis that Alan had not responded to this 

correspondence, DBNT concluded that Alan had “repudiated the DBNT constitution” and that his 

membership was terminated “by operation of law” as from 5:10pm on 25 September. The letter 

said that Alan’s “repudiation” was confirmed in his 22 September letter, despite the fact that the 

letter contained only support for the constitution. 

On 22 October Alan lodged an appeal against this decision via ADPC. DBNT have not responded. 

The decision to expel Alan is both unreasonable and oppressive, for the following reasons: 

- The decision is based on incorrect information: 
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o DBNT’s main reason for expelling Alan is that he refused to supply a statement 

that he would comply with the DBNT constitution. There was no request to 

supply such a statement, so there could be no such refusal 

o DBNT’s other reason for expelling Alan is that he “clearly repudiated the DBNT 

constitution”. This is clearly not correct. Both of the letters cited by DBNT (16 

September and 22 September) contain nothing which could reasonably be taken 

as rejecting the constitution in any way. Alan merely requested that disciplinary 

action threatened by DBNT be deferred until the legitimacy of the “interim 

committee” was established, a perfectly proper request 

- The decision is clearly arbitrary: 

o The complaint which triggered Alan’s expulsion was against the ADPC 

Committee, of which Alan was not a member 

o DBNT’s immediate response to the complaint was to commence Alan’s 

expulsion. This was clearly an inappropriate response to the complaint and 

suggests that DBNT was pursuing its own agenda 

o Expulsion from an association should be reserved for the most serious offences. 

In this case the evidence shows that no offence has occurred at all 

- The decision is not in accordance with the DBNT constitution: 

o The DBNT constitution includes specific provisions for the expulsion of members 

(clause 7.2). These provisions take precedence over any implied terms such as 

“operation of law” 

o These provisions require, amongst other things, that a notice be given to the 

member specifying the time, date and place of the meeting at which the 

expulsion will be decided, and that the member should be afforded the 

opportunity to be heard. No such notices were issued in relation to the 25 

September expulsion and there was no opportunity to be heard. This is a denial 

of natural justice 

o Appeals against expulsions must be considered by a general meeting of the 

association (clause 7.3). No general meeting was called in response to the 

appeal, in fact DBNT have not acknowledged the appeal at all 

- The approach taken by DBNT is harsh and authoritarian: 

o On receiving a complaint against the ADPC Committee, DBNT’s first response 

was to propose that Alan, who was not a committee member, be expelled. This 

is hostile for 2 reasons. Firstly, the response was not related to the problem, 

indicating that DBNT was perusing its own agenda. Secondly, the response was 

disproportionate, ill-considered and unfair. It would be reasonable to expect 

DBNT to undertake some enquiry as to the veracity of the complaint and hear all 

sides of the story before considering what penalty might be imposed. However 

DBNT jumped to the most extreme possible reaction. While the expulsion, in the 

end, was on different grounds, DBNT’s behaviour shows a clear hostility towards 

Alan 

o DBNT’s decision to send a copy of the letter dated 26 August to Alan’s employer 

suggests an extremely hostile intent. This letter alleges that Alan had 

endangered the lives of paddlers and that DBNT proposed to expel him. DBNT 

had made no investigation of the veracity of this complaint. Despite requests 
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from ADPC, DBNT has not explained why they sent this letter to Alan’s 

employer. It appears to have been an attempt to affect his employment, which 

is extremely hostile 

o The decision to expel members from an association should be a last resort, used 

only in the most extreme circumstances. In the 15+ years of DBNT’s existence, 

no other members are known to have been expelled, despite a lot of “water 

under the bridge”. To expel Alan with such haste and with no basis is hostile in 

the extreme. 

o The “inner group” of the DBNT committee has clearly rewritten history, hidden 

their actions from the full committee, and failed to obtain the necessary 

endorsement of their decisions from the full committee. These actions suggest a 

hostile intent. For example, the “inner group” held an urgent meeting on the 

morning of 25 August which resolved to take suspension/expulsion action 

against Alan. 

 The minutes of this meeting state that “Despite repeated demands, Mr 

Culbertson refused to comply with the dispute resolution procedure”. 

This is clearly untrue – DBNT had not contacted Alan at all in relation to 

the complaint. There was not a single demand, let alone “repeated 

demands” 

 The minutes of the 25 August meeting say that at a previous meeting on 

6 August a decision was made to commence suspension/expulsion 

action against Alan. The minutes of the 6 August meeting (which did not 

have a quorum) do not support this. 

 Clause 12.6 of the DBNT constitution allows an “inner group” of the 

president and any 4 committee members to make decisions in “matters 

of urgency”. Such decisions must be referred “to the full Executive 

Committee at their earliest convenience”. The decision made on the 

morning of 25 August by the “inner group” was not mentioned at the 

full committee meeting which occurred later that day. The fact that the 

“urgent” meeting of the inner group occurred on a day when a full 

committee meeting was already scheduled brings into question the 

need for an “urgent” meeting. The failure to mention the “urgent” inner 

meeting at the full committee meeting, or any subsequent meeting, 

brings into question the motives of those participating, not to mention 

the legality of the decision. 

o Many of the DBNT committee members who made the decision to expel Alan 

had made complaints to DBNT about him, and these complaints were active at 

the time. The complaints included matters relating to one-on-one conversations 

that had occurred almost 2 years previously and appear to ADPC as being 

vexatious. There is a clear perception of bias which ADPC brought to DBNT’s 

attention. DBNT’s decision to proceed regardless suggests a hostile intent 

 

3. Decision of 9 October 2015 to expel ADPC 
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On 9 October DBNT wrote to all ADPC members advising that ADPC had been expelled from 

DBNT. Copies of each letter were sent to Cullen Bay Marina Management, which administers the 

ADPC training venue. The letter covers a range of issues, but it appears that the reason for the 

expulsion was that some ADPC members were thought not to be covered by insurance. 

Specifically, DBNT claimed that the ADPC members previously expelled from DBNT did not have 

insurance coverage, so DBNT “had no choice other than to exercise [DBNT’s] common law right 

to treat the Club Membership of ADPC as at an end”. The letter was signed on behalf of the 

DBNT President and does not refer to a decision or meeting of the DBNT Committee. 

On 22 October ADPC wrote to DBNT appealing this decision. On 4 November DBNT replied that 

they would not accept an appeal and that ADPC had been removed from the DBNT insurance 

policy. 

This decision is both unreasonable and oppressive for the following reasons: 

- The decision is based on incorrect information 

o DBNT’s own certificate of insurance cover shows that coverage extends to clubs 

affiliated with DBNT. There is no dispute that ADPC was affiliated with DBNT at 

the time and ADPC is listed on the certificate. There is no requirement from the 

insurer that individual members of ADPC must also be members of DBNT.  On 

this basis, there was no insurance issue. Ironically, DBNT’s decision to expel 

ADPC actually created an insurance risk because the club ceased to be affiliated 

with DBNT 

o In addition, at the time of the decision to expel ADPC, ADPC had its own boat 

insurance, including public liability insurance. Before DBNT removed ADPC from 

its insurance policy, ADPC took out additional insurance coverage which was 

equivalent to DBNT’s policy. On this basis also, there was no insurance issue 

- The decision is not in accordance with the DBNT constitution: 

o The DBNT constitution includes specific provisions for the expulsion of members 

(clause 7.2). These provisions take precedence common law 

o These provisions require, amongst other things, that a notice be given to the 

member specifying the time, date and place of the meeting at which the 

expulsion will be decided, and that the member should be afforded the 

opportunity to be heard. No such notices were issued and there was no 

opportunity to be heard. This is a denial of natural justice 

o Appeals against expulsions must be considered by a general meeting of the 

association (clause 7.3). No general meeting was called in response to the 

appeals 

o According to the DBNT constitution, one of the basic objects of the association is 

to “promote good fellowship, fair play and social interaction among dragon boat 

clubs” (clause 2.1). There are 2 main clubs in DBNT’s jurisdiction, yet they 

decided to expel one of them on spurious grounds, using a spurious mechanism, 

having ignored an offer of mediation, and by order of a representative of the 

DBNT President seemingly in the absence of a decision by the DBNT Committee. 

- The approach taken by DBNT is harsh and authoritarian: 
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o the DBNT letter dated 9 October falsely claims that “the terms of the DBNT 

insurance policy provide that only DBNT members are covered” 

o the same DBNT letter also falsely claims that there is an agreement with Cullen 

Bay Marina Management that “paddlers who are not members of DBNT are not 

permitted to paddle on Cullen Bay”. The letter included an email from Cullen 

Bay Marina Management which purported to support this assertion, however 

the email makes it clear that the issue is dealing with individuals one-on-one. 

Cullen Bay Marina Management was quite happy to allow ADPC to continue to 

paddle on Cullen Bay once the pre-existing boat insurance policy was sighted. 

DBNT have clearly misrepresented the situation 

o these false claims, sent to each ADPC member individually and visibly copied to 

Cullen Bay Marina Management, are clearly designed to mislead ADPC members 

into thinking that they can no longer paddle on Cullen Bay. Together with other 

nonsense in the letter, such as ADPC members “allowing themselves to be 

represented by an unauthorised committee” and referring to ADPC “executives 

who … still refuse to comply with the DBNT Constitution”, there is a clear malice 

towards ADPC and an intention to disrupting the operations of the club. 

o The decision to expel a member from an association should be a last resort, used 

only in the most extreme circumstances. In the 15+ years of DBNT’s existence, 

no other members are known to have been expelled, despite a lot of “water 

under the bridge”. To expel ADPC with such haste, with such little basis and with 

no attempt to resolve any differences is hostile in the extreme 

 

4. Decision of 14 October 2015 to suspend Alan Culbertson 

As mentioned above, on 27 September 2015 DBNT wrote to Alan advising that he had been 

expelled from DBNT (see point #2 above). 

On 14 October 2015 DBNT decided to suspend Alan from DBNT until 30 April 2016 under clause 

7.2 of the DBNT constitution. DBNT also decided to revoke Alan’s sweep accreditation and 

impose conditions on his re-accreditation. 

On 15 October 2015 DBNT wrote to Alan advising that further disciplinary action (suspension or 

expulsion) was proposed under clause 7.2 of the DBNT constitution, although the particulars 

were not provided, except that complaints had been received from the DBNT President and the 

DBNT Committee. Similar letters dated 24 October were sent to ADPC committee members who 

had already been expelled. DBNT appears not to have proceeded with the threatened 

disciplinary hearings. 

On 27 October 2015 Alan wrote to DBNT appealing his suspension. Alan cited the appeal rights 

listed at clause 7.2 of the DBNT constitution. The grounds of appeal included that: 

- An expelled member cannot be suspended 

- A DBNT letter dated 25 September advised Alan that his sweep accreditation had 

expired, so there was no accreditation to revoke 
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On 4 November 2015 DBNT refused to accept Alan’s suspension appeal on the basis that the 

appeal provisions in clause 7.2 of the DBNT constitution are only available to DBNT members. 

The argument seemed to be that Alan’s suspension was intended to prevent him reapplying for 

membership in the event that “circumstances changed” in relation to his expulsion. There was 

no explanation of how Alan could be exposed to the suspension provisions of the constitution, 

but not able to access the suspension appeal provisions. 

This series of events makes it clear that the affairs of the DBNT are being conducted in a way 

that is oppressive and unfairly prejudicial to Alan Culbertson for the following reasons: 

- The decision is not in accordance with the DBNT constitution: 

o The suspension provisions in clause 7.2 clearly apply only to DBNT members. If 

Alan was expelled from DBNT on 25 September 2015, it was not open to DBNT 

to subsequently suspend him 

o The decisions to suspend Alan’s membership and then to refuse to accept his 

appeal on the grounds that he was not a member are totally contradictory and 

clearly breach clause 7.2 of the DBNT constitution 

o The 14 October meeting of the DBNT committee which made the suspension 

decision did not have a quorum. According to clause 12.8 of the DBNT 

constitution, the quorum for an executive meeting is 3 office bearers and 2 club 

member delegates. According to the DBNT Reasons for Decision dated 14 

October 2015, no club member delegates were present. 

- There is a clear conflict of interest. According to DBNT’s letter dated 15 October 2015, 

the President of DBNT (Peter Simon) and the DBNT Committee had active complaints 

against Alan. Yet according to the Reasons for Decision dated 14 October 2015, Mr 

Simon and the DBNT committee made the decision to suspend Alan. 

- The approach taken by DBNT is harsh and authoritarian: 

o On DBNT’s own admission, the suspension penalty would “prevent [Alan] from 

reapplying for membership for the duration of the suspension” in the event that 

“circumstances changed” in relation to his expulsion. It appears that expulsion 

was not sufficient. DBNT felt it necessary to invent a dubious backup strategy in 

case their main action was overturned 

o DBNT have effectively said that Alan was enough of a member to punish him 

with suspension, but not enough of a member to appeal that suspension. These 

positions are clearly irreconcilable and demonstrate that DBNT was pursuing its 

own agenda in relation to Alan 

o Despite expelling then suspending Alan, DBNT took steps towards further 

disciplinary action against him, although for reasons not explained this seems to 

have been discontinued 

 

 

 
 
Sworn by the Deponent at Darwin 
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On 
 
 
 
Before me: 

Deponent 


